




                







																	













						
				 




				 
				  	
				 	
				 



				 
				
			











Lod.co.uk Is For Sale
	Details

	
	Buy Now	£6288 (no VAT)
	Hire Purchase	12 monthly payments of £524 (no VAT)


		




		  
		  	

        






	




		  
		  	

        















		       	How will owning Lod.co.uk help your business?
1. Credibility. The biggest impact an amazing domain has is credibility.  If you were interested in buying widgets, which website would you feel more comfortable ordering from:  widgets.co.uk or a1-great-widgets.co.uk?
2. Trust. Closely related to credibility is trust.  The internet is a fairly anonymous place so people look for signs that you can be trusted.  One way to judge is by the domain name.
3. Marketing. Your domain is a virtual marketing machine, pulling in prospects 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
4. SEO. Search engines give exact match domains a boost in the search results for the term that they match.
5. Mindshare. The domain uses keywords that people intuitively use and think about.
6. UK Domain. The domain is a .co.uk domain name - the domain extension of choice for businesses in the United Kingdom.

	
 	
 
	Dozens of clients have bought amazing domains from us, partly because of our
7-Part Client Guarantee
When you buy a domain from AmazingDomains.co.uk, we promise you will receive...
1.  No Haggle Pricing.  Few people actually like to haggle over the price of a domain name.  That is why every domain of ours is marked with a price, and that is what you will pay.
2.  Safe and Secure Transactions.  We use a third party escrow service for all of our sales to ensure that your purchases are safe and secure.
3.  Prompt Transfers.  When you buy a domain from us, you can rest assured that we will promptly transfer the domain as soon as we receive payment.  Normally, domain sales can be completed in less than 24 hours.
4.  Confidentiality.  Once you buy a domain, it is removed from our website and we do not report the sale anywhere.
5.  Fair Prices.  We know that the economy is difficult right now, and setting up a new website is a risky venture.  Our domains all have prices that are affordable for a small business.
6.  Answers to Your Questions.  Buying the right amazing domain is a big decision and you probably have lots of questions.  We are here to help and will answer any questions you have about domains.
7.  Quick Responses to Your Requests.  We will make every attempt to respond to you promptly, normally in just a few hours on business days.
	       	What our clients are saying
Brilliant seller, a true gent, very smooth and fast transaction.

J.S., Guildford



Quick transfer, good communications, overall, a great seller!

R.D., Putney



Quick, friendly and easy to deal with. A real professional. Highly recommended.

J.U., Aylesbury



Great seller, transaction could not have been any smoother.

W.B., London



Smooth and quick transaction. Very professional. Thank you.

S.D., Swinton



Very smooth transaction, highly recommended!

C.W., Barnsley



Smooth, efficient transaction. Highly recommended. Thanks!

C.V., Manchester



Smooth and efficient transfer. Many thanks.

J.T., Cologne, Germany



Effortless transaction. Thank you!

S.W., Withnell

	
 	
 
	As Seen In...
	       	Frequently Asked Questions
Why Buy An Amazing Domain?
Choose the Right Domain
4 Tragic Misconceptions About Domains
6 Points to Consider When You Buy Domain Names
Advantages of Exact Match Domains
The Importance of .co.uk
Secure Transactions
7-Part Client Guarantee
Testimonials
No Haggle Pricing
How the Buying Process Works







	
	Details

	
	Domain Name	Lod.co.uk
	Buy Now	£6288 (no VAT)
	Hire Purchase	12 monthly payments of £524 (no VAT)
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